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About This Game

Imagine waking up, with no idea who you are, in an abandoned building. You have been drugged by a man who taunts you with
his experiments, haunting your every step. A nail biting Hidden Object thriller, explore eerie scenes all while testing your wits.

It’s up to you to find the antidote, before it’s too late…and unravel the mystery of White Haven.

FEATURES:
•Explore Chilling Scenes
•A Nail Biting Adventure
•Mind Bending Puzzles

•Twisted Storyline
•Unique Horror experience
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If you like old school single character RPGs than Eschalon is exactly what you're looking for. It's 2-D slightly skewed
perspective is reminiscent of the later Ultima games, while the character development is more on par with a Baldur's Gate game,
allowing you to choose which skills and spells to improve as you level. The story is simple but effective, and you consistantly
feel there is a purpose to your actions, propeling you on to the next area or quest. It's simple old school fun in an RPG, and it
works. Eschalon Books I and II provide hours of entertaining gameplay and are recommended for anyone looking for that early
90's feel from an RPG.. Even if you install the body of eep12, error
It does not work with just. I can not play.. Highly addivtictive tower defense game. But some towers are acting retard (ie when
an enemy is right in front of them whereas they prefer to send rockets to another one that's miles away. Very well implemented
upgrade system. Visuals are also nice.

A note to developer:
Dear dev, I don't know if you ever encountered before but let me tell you this. There's this "ESC" key and it's been a global
pause\/quit function key since the invention of computers. Please, but please, do assign this key as a defauls pause\/quit function
key for this little game also.
Sincerely, iaLiN.. Not at all strategic! Shame because the art and battle engine is very nice! Sloppy developing ended up in a
strategy game with absolutely NO strategy! Shame.... Great little game to play, well worth a play! By the 10th lap you'll be
pulling off some pretty slick moves.

I encourage the developers to keep going, it has bags of potential. More cars, custom tracks, different tyres, weather, races etc..

Hopefully there is a bright future for this game, you've got the foundations spot on.. This game is damned near impossible on
the first level. I''m terrified of what the difficulty curve will be for later levels. DX. Like many other reviewers, I picked up this
game because I enjoyed Himalaya Studios' other adventure games (which are free to download) and wanted to support them.
Though I don't like Al Emmo as much as their free games, it's still pretty good quality and is decently long by adventure game
standards.

The gameplay is what you'd expect from a Sierra-style adventure game. You walk around a large world full of many different
areas, collect items, talk to people, and solve puzzles. The game isn't as hard as the early 90s Sierra games (constant death won't
be an issue) but some of the puzzles weren't explained quite well enough for me to figure them out. I might just be bad at
puzzles, though, and your mileage may vary. The interface left a little to be desired-- to cycle through the different mouse icons,
you have to right click, and with the amount of icons there are, this gets annoying quickly. I would've liked the ability to use the
scroll wheel to cycle through them, but it's not too bad. I also wish the game better explained its controls-- you can double-click
to make Al Emmo run, but I didn't know that until the last few minutes of the game.

The graphics are a bit of a mixed bag in my opinion. Character animations are made using pre-rendered 3D models, which don't
look too great. On the other hand, the 2D assets are all quite good. The area backgrounds and comic-book style cutscenes in
particular stand out as exceedingly beautiful. These were all clearly meticulously crafted and it's really amazing and fun to walk
through the game's many areas. It's a little disappointing that they aren't a higher resolution, but with the game's budget, and the
fact that it was made with the AGS engine in 2006, I can understand why the decision was made.

The writing is also a mixed bag for me. Though the voices are pretty great, the writing is a little spotty. Sometimes the dialogue
comes off as awkward or unrealistic; if you've played Himalaya Studios' free King's Quest 2 remake, it's pretty similar to that
level of quality. The script is, of course, intended to be mostly comedic with some light story to keep the game moving along.
The game's comedy relies a lot on sexual humor, which isn't really my style, but that's a matter of personal taste. A lot of the
humor also breaks the fourth wall, which can be funny, but also sometimes gets a bit too heavy handed and ends up being
awkward.

I've been saying a lot of negative, but there's a lot to love about the game too! Beyond the beautiful graphics, the game is
meticulously detailed. Since you can click just about anywhere, everything can be interacted with, and there are some fun (and
funny) combinations to find if you try to put your hands (or your items) in unorthodox places. There are a lot of unique
animations to find as well! Trying to click on everything is a must in this type of game. Hours of fun can be had seeing all the
game has to offer!
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Overall, Al Emmo is a decent-to-good game. It's not the best when it comes to this style of adventure game, but it's certainly
worth the price. If you enjoy Himalaya Studios' free games, I'd highly recommend this.. DLC is great.. This game is not pretty
bad in my opinion.As the clansman from Homura,i accept this game

Saru...i hope you get to appreciate this game too
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A well-rounded quiz to test your US geography, state mottos, capitals, and nicknames!
I recommend it; and I hope the creator makes other games like this!. Excellent doujin side scrolller game with many original
mechanics pertaining to the navigation of stages and combat,high production values and a remarkable longevity.. The Academy
is shmuck bait. It is a college, albeit a military college, but is more expensive than a regular college, AND a regular college can
be set to provide military education anyway. It's like trading away a shotgun that can turn into a shovel for a more expensive
shotgun that can't turn into a shovel and needing to buy a shovel separately. If you so badly need absolute elite shock troops that
it's worth having a permanent military college that can't be set to normal education in times of peace, then you have bigger
problems in-game than this DLC can address.. It's fun but I'd love to see more content.. Game \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing
sucks. I only have this amount of time because the game ran in the background on my computer once. Without my knowledge
or consent. 10\/10 would uninstall again.
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